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Abstract— Denial of service (DOS) and distributed DOS 

(DDOS) continue to be a significant concern in internet and 

networking systems. This paper targets to develop an anomaly 

detection mechanism based on the generalized likelihood ratio 

(GLR) scheme to detect TCP and ICMPv6 based DOS/DDOS 

attacks. The anomaly detection problem is addressed as a 

hypothesis testing problem. The proposed approach uses GLR test 

to monitor internet traffic for better detecting potential cyber-

attacks. The decision threshold of GLR approach has been 

computed nonparametrically based on kernel density estimation.  

To evaluate the performance of this approach, two network traffic 

datasets have been used namely the DARPA99 and ICMPv6 

datasets. Results highlight the efficiency of the proposed method.  

Keywords—SYN flooding, ICMPv6 attacks, DOS/DDOS GLR 

test, DARPA99 dataset, ICMPv6 dataset. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Security issues in internet traffic is an important problem 
attracting both researchers and industrial practitioners. Denial 
of service (DOS) and distributed DOS (DDOS) attacks still 
represent a persistent security issue threatening modern 
information and communication technologies. These attacks 
can result in a serious problem even unrecoverable damages of 
the traffic network. Specifically, DOS and DDOS attacks could 
suspend temporarily or permanently the availability of 
networks and services. To achieve this objective, attackers 
generally overload the targeted victims with large network 
traffics.  Recently, the Memcached DDoS attack on March 2018 
has made the record with more than 1.7 Tb/s that turned out of 
service the famous Github platform [1].  

All over the years, several methods have been developed for 
detecting DOS and DDOS attacks [2-3]. Nezhad et al. [4] 
proposed a detection technique based on the Auto-Regressive 
Integrated Moving average (ARIMA) and the chaotic theory. 
Meng et al. [5] used Markov chains to detect the applicative 
client’s anomalous activities. Kansal et al. [6] designed a proxy-
based approach called Early Detection and Isolation policy 
(EDIP) to identify illegitimate users and then prevent them from 
accessing the system. In [7], Xiang et al. recommend the 
utilization of information theory metrics to deal with low rate 
DOS/DDOS attacks. Semerci et al. [8] targeted the detection of 
DDOS attacks in Voice over IP (VOIP) applications using 
DCMP models. Bhatia [9] discussed the revelation of networks 
anomalies that are related either to high rate normal (i.e., rush-
hour) and DOS/DDOS traffics. To this end, they monitored 
packets characteristics and victim’s resources consumption. 

Divakaran et al. [10] incorporated a control mechanism to 
forward TCP connection requests at edge routers. Lukaseder et 
al. [11] exploited the software-defined network's properties to 
mitigate the distributed reflection DOS (DRDOS) attack, in 
particular, UDP-based flooding DDOS attacks which become 
more and more popular. Doshi et al. [12] studied the ability of 
machine learning techniques to handle DOS/DDOS launched 
against Internet of Things (IOT) equipments. Zhang et al. [13] 
implemented a protection mechanism of SDN resources. This 
solution consists, firstly, in eliminating, the invalid sources, and 
then tracking the resources utilization of valid users.  Ramadhan 
et al. [14] combined the Artificial Immune System and the 
Dendritic Cell algorithm to detect TCP-based DOS and DDOS 
flooding attacks. To detect SYN flooding attacks, Tuncer et al. 
[15] applied the fuzzy logic to classify different TCP segments.  
Zulkiflee et al. [16] discriminated attacks in Internet Protocol 
version 6 (IPv6) networks using the SVM method.  To track the 
users behind the ICMPv6-based DOS/DDOS, Conta et al. [17] 
added the ICMP traceback messages.    

While the majority of emerging technologies (e.g., internet 
of things, cloud computing, and software-defined networks) run 
entirely or partially over the TCP/IP architecture, their 
vulnerabilities were well revealed. Particularly, to perform most 
of DOS and DDOS attacks, attackers have been principally and 
effectively exploited the TCP-based SYN flooding and ICMP-
based attacks. To mitigate such attacks, we addressed the 
problem of TCP and ICMPv6 based DOS/DDOS attacks as a 
hypothesis testing problem. Specifically, we present in this 
paper an effective detection technique based on the generalized 
likelihood ratio (GLR) test [18-20]. Here, we exploit the high 
detection performance of GLR test to reveal unexpected 
network traffic anomalies which are caused eventually by 
DOS/DDOS flooding attacks.  We validated our approach with 
the DARPA99’s IPv4-based traffic and the ICMPv6 dataset.   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
introduces the problem of TCP SYN and the ICMPv6-based 
flooding attacks. In section III, we present our GLR-based 
detection scheme. Section IV reports the evaluation results of 
the GLR test under DOS/DDOS flooding attacks. Finally, 
conclusions are presented in Section V. 

II. TCP SYN AND ICMPV6-BASED FLOODING ATTACKS 

A. TCP SYN flood attacks : 

SYN flooding attacks have been extensively used for the 

last two decades and still remain on the top of DOS/DDOS 
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attacks. In the second quarter of 2018, around 80.2% of 

DOS/DDOS attacks are SYN flooding [21]. These attacks 

exploit the resource reservation mechanism when initializing a 

new TCP connection.  To establish a connection with the TCP 

server [22], the client generates a Synchronization message 

(SYN) (Figure 1). The server, in turn, responds with the 

Synchronization/Acknowledgement (SYN/ACK) message and 

reserves some memory space to save the related information. 

Finally, the client confirms his request by acknowledging 

(ACK) the received SYN/ACK.  Then, the connection is 

successfully established, and the server frees the reserved 

memory space (Figure 1). Otherwise, in the absence of client 

confirmation, the connection continues to be half-opened 

occupying the reserved memory space. Unfortunately, this 

vulnerability was perfectly exploited by attackers to trigger 

SYN flooding attacks (Figure 2).  Filling up the victim’s 

memory resource is the aim of attackers. They can exhaust the 

entire memory by initiating a sufficient number of SYN 

messages to cause a denial of service. Accordingly, the server 

will not be able to provide more connections.  There are, in 

general, three different variants of SYN flooding attack. The 

basic one is the direct SYN flooding DOS attack in which the 

attacker uses its own IP address to sends SYN messages. To 

make it more effective, in the second variant of SYN flooding 

attacks, the attacker spoofs many IP addresses to bypass the 

eventual security mechanisms. The third way of that attack is 

the SYN flooding Distributed DOS attack (Figure 3). To do so, 

attacker manipulates several botnets and synchronizes them to 

launch simultaneously their attacks [23].     

 

Fig. 1. Establissment process of a new TCP connection. 

 

Fig. 2. SYN flooding DOS attack.  

 

Fig. 3. SYN flooding DDOS attack. 

B. ICMPv6-based DOS/ DDOS attacks : 

 With the universal success of the internet, different devices 
have been used online, which cause the depletion of the four 
bytes based addresses provided by the Internet Protocol version 
4 (IPv4). To bypass this issue, the version six of internet 
protocol (IPv6) has adopted a new address plan with 16 bytes. 
There are more than sufficient IPv6 addresses that can support 
present and future technologies. Moreover, the IPv6 integrates 
other functionalities (e.g., routes management, data treatment, 
hosts auto-configuration, and end to end links). To this end, 
IPv6 delegates the Internet Control Message Protocol version 
six (ICMPv6) to make available most of the needed information 
such as neighborhood, routers and IP MAC translation [24]. 
The ICMPv6 is a core protocol in all IPv6-based networks. 
However, in term of security, it constitutes the origin of a non-
negligible number of vulnerabilities, and attackers are already 
carried out many ICMPv6-based DOS/DDOS attacks. The most 
distinguished examples of those attacks include ping flood, 
Smurf and remote Smurf, routers and neighbors discovery 
attacks.  We focus, in this paper, on the ICMPv6-based 
DOS/DDOS attacks against the discovery mechanism.  This last 
concerns two fundamental operations. The first one is the 
determination of in-subnet routers to connect end users and 
assures their exchanges.  Such users solicit the presence of 
routers via the Router solicitation (RS) message.  The closest 
one replies with a Router Advertisement (RA) message 
providing the route’s configuration. The second is the neighbor 
discovery operation, which is essentially useful in detecting 
duplicate IPv6 addresses and IPv6-MAC addresses translation. 
This operation is realized with the Neighbor Solicitation (NS) 
and Neighbor Advertisement (NA) messages. Fakes forms of 
these four ICMPv6 messages (i.e., RA, RS, NS, and NA) can 
affect network performance even creating a denial of service 
situations. Figure 4 illustrates a flooding DOS/DDOS attack in    
the IPv6 environment [25].                                                       

 

Fig. 4. ICMPv6 DOS attack using the RA message.  
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III. GLR-BASED APPROACH 

The Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) test is an 
important tool to discriminate between two composite 
hypotheses [26-27]. Assume that 𝑌 = [𝑦1, 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑛]𝜖ℝ𝑛  is a 
vector from one of two Gaussian distributions, 𝒩(0, 𝜎2𝐼𝑛) or 
(𝜃 ≠ 0, 𝜎2𝐼𝑛) , where 𝜃  is the value of anomaly, and 𝜎2 > 0 is 
the variance. The main goal of GLR detector is choosing 
between the null hypothesis (i.e., free-attack situation), ℋ0 =
{𝑌~𝒩(0, 𝜎2𝐼𝑛)}, and the alternative hypothesis (i.e., 
anomalous traffic), ℋ1 = {𝑌~𝒩(𝜃 ≠ 0, 𝜎2𝐼𝑛)}. To do so, the 
GLR, 𝔏(𝑌)is compared to the threshold, ℎ(𝛼). If 𝔏(𝑌)is 
smaller than or equal to ℎ(𝛼), then we reject ℋ0 and conclude 
that the data have provided significant evidence to support ℋ0. 
The GLR statistic, 𝔏(𝑌), is expressed as [26]: 

𝔏(𝑌) = 2 log
𝑓0(𝑌)

𝜃𝜖ℝ𝑛
𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑓𝜃=0(𝑌)
                                                    (1) 

           = 2 log 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜃 {𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−
∥𝑌−𝜃∥2

2

2𝜎2 } /𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−
∥𝑌∥2

2

2𝜎2 }}      

Where ∥. ∥2
2 is the Euclidean norm and 𝑓0(𝑌) =

1

(2𝜋)
𝑛
2 𝜎𝑛

𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−
1

2𝜎2 ∥ 𝑌 − 𝜃 ∥2
2} is the pdf of Y. Then (1) can be 

expressed as:  

𝔏(𝑌) =
1

𝜎2 {∥ 𝑌 − �̂� ∥2
2+∥ 𝑌 ∥2

2}                                        (2)    

After estimating 𝜃 as �̂� = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 ∥ 𝑌 − 𝜃 ∥2
2= 𝑌𝜃

𝑚𝑖𝑛 , we get, 

𝔏(𝑌) =
1

𝜎2
{∥ 𝑌 ∥2

2}                                                                (3) 

The threshold ℎ(𝛼) is determined to obtain the desired 
probability of false alarm, selected a priori.  

𝕡0(𝔏(𝑌) ≥ ℎ(𝛼)) = ∫ 𝑓0(𝑦)𝑑𝑦 = 1 − 𝐹𝜒2(ℎ) = 𝛼
∞

ℎ
       (4) 

The power function is computed as:  

𝛽𝛿∗(𝑐2) = 𝕡0(𝛿∗(𝑌)) = 1 − 𝐹1,𝛾(𝜃)(ℎ) 

where 𝐹1,𝛾(𝑌)is the non central 𝜒2(1, 𝛾)  distribution with one 

degree of freedom, and the non-centrality parameter           

𝛾(𝜃) =
1

𝜎2 ∥ 𝑃𝐻
⊥𝜃 ∥2

2. 

For non-Gaussian data, kernel density estimation (KDE) can be 
used to estimate the distribution of GLR.  Then a nonparametric 
threshold of GLR approach is defined as the (1 − 𝛼)-th quantile 
of the estimated distribution of GLR obtained by KDE. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVLUATION  

In this section, we evaluate the capability of the GLR-based 
method to uncover DOS/DDOS attacks using DARPA99 and 
ICMPv6 traffic datasets. 

 

1) Case study (A): detection of DARPA99’s SYN flooding 

attacks: 
Here, we present the performance of the GLR test under the 

SYN flooding attacks in week 5 of the DARPA99 dataset. The 
DARPA 99 dataset is a collection of IPv4 traffics created by 

Lincoln Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) under the sponsorship of Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) and Air Force Research Laboratory 
(AFRL) [28]. The traffic traces were collected from a simulated 
network similar to the real online network of a US air force 
base. The dataset includes three weeks of training data and two 
weeks of test data that introduce different categories of 
DOS/DDOS attacks [28]. The week 5 provides three TCP SYN 
flood attacks that appear as follow: day 1 at 18:04:04 pm for 
6mn51s, day 2 at 11:48:42 am and 18:16:05 pm for the duration 
of 1s and 3mn26s, respectively. As it is reported in Figure 5(a-
b), the detection results show that GLR test has detected the 
three attacks without introducing false alarms.  Figure 5(a) 
shows that the GLR test detects an abnormal traffic at the 
observation number 150. 

 

Fig. 5. Detection results of the GRL approach under  SYN flooding attacks  (a) 

week 5/day 1, (b) week5/day2. 

2) Case study (B): detection of DARPA99’s UDP flood 

attacks: 
In this case study, we test the GLR approach in the presence 

of UDP flood attacks.  In the traffic of week 5 day 1, there are 
two UDP flood attacks that are initiated at 20:00:27 pm for 
15mn against two different victims. The detection result (Figure 
6) illustrates that the UDP flood attacks are successfully 
detected, they appear between the observation number of 722 
and 742. We can see also the presence of abnormal behavior at 
instance 45. 
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Fig. 6. Detection results of the GRL approach under UDP flood attacks (week 

5/day1). 

3) Case study (B): detection of ICMPv6-based DOS flooding 

attacks: 
In this case study, we evaluate the capacity of the GLR 

approach in detecting ICMPv6-based DOS flooding attacks. 
Figure 7 introduces the network used to generate the ICMPv6 
traffic dataset. This topology is created under the network 
emulator GNS3 that connect real and virtual devices and run as 
well as real Cisco IOS images. The normal traffic contains 48 
hours of ICMPv6 traffic that is completely free from attacks. 
The anomalous traffic is generated using the THC toolkit and 
provides several ICMPv6-based DOS and DDOS flooding 
attacks [29]. We consider the ICMPv6-based flooding attacks 
based on the RA, NS and NA messages. Table I reviews these 
attacks.  From the detection results of Figure 8(a-c) and Figure 
9(a-c), we conclude that monitoring either only the RA, NS, and 
NA or the ICMPv6 traffic messages allowed the detection of 
the different attacks.   

 

Fig. 7.  Topology  of the network used to generate ICMPv6 dataset.  

TABLE I.  ICMPV6-BASED FLOODING ATTACKS IN ICMPV6 

TRAFFIC DATASET 

Attack 
Time of 

appearance 
Duration 

Router advertisement  1mn10s 3s 

Neighbor solicitation 0s 1s 

Neighbor advertisement 1mn20s 4s 

 
 

 

Fig. 8. Detection results of the GLR approach under ICMPv6-based DOS 

attacks by monitoring (a) RA, (b) NA, (c) NS. 
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Fig. 9. Detection results of the GLR approach under ICMPv6-based DOS 

attacks by monitoring of all ICMPv6 traffic (a) RA attack, (b) NA attack, 
(c) NS attack.  

V. CONCLUSION  

 In overall, this paper deals with security of the internet 

traffic with a focus on DOS/DDOS flooding attacks in 

IPv4/IPv6 based networks.  We propose a statistical scheme to 

detect anomalies in internet traffic based on GLR hypothesis 

scheme. Specifically, we applied GLR approach to uncover 

attacks against TCP and ICMPv6 protocols. Here, the decision 

threshold of GLR test is computed nonparametricaly via kernel 

density estimation. We validated the performance of this GLR-

based method under two different network traffics which are 

the DARPA99’ IPv4 traffic and an ICMPv6 traffic. Results 

show the good performance of GLR test in detecting 

DOS/DDOS flooding attacks. 
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